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Abstract. The model of the HIV / AIDS infection spread is proposed· and 
investigated. The paper deals with some specific features of tIle disease spread 

. at the initial stage, i.e., when the infection extent is small enough. We propose 
a model characterizing any risk group by three differential equations. These 
equations describe the dynamics of active susceptible, active infected, and pas
sive infected individuals. The evaluation of parameters fr~m demographical and 
medical data is discussed. The package for the investigation of infection is pre
sented, and possibilities to control the infection are shown. Two general di
rections of control may be distinguished: the HIV / AiDS blood tests and the 
publicity and availability of protective means. The investigations showed under 
what conditions the HIV / AIDS infection may be stopped. 

Key words: infection control, HIV / AIDS infection, health care, simula.
tion. 

. 1. Introd uction. Transmission models of the HIV / AIDS epi
demic help to explore both the nature of disease spread in a popula
tion and the efficiency of control strategies, as well as to predict the 
extent of infection in the near future. A number of models allows 
to study the AIDS epidemic within specific risk groups and among 
them. The following risk groups h"'e the greatest influence on the 
infe'ction spread: homo/bisexual men (two levels of productivity), 
intravenous drug users, highly promiscuous heterosexual men and 
women~ 
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This paper concerns some specific features of the disease spread 
at the initia:l, stage, i.e., when the infection extent is small enough. 
This is especially important for some East Europe countries now. 
The evaluation of parameters from demographical and medical data 
is discussed. The software package for the investigation of infection 
is pr~sented, and possibilities to control the infection are investi
gated. 

The models and their parameters must take into account the 
growth of foreign relations, the national and economic specific char
acter of the target country. All calcul~tions are made on the data' 
from Lithuania. 

2. The models. Three main approaches are used in the recent 
scientific literature: extrapolation of observed data (Karon, Devine 
and Morgan, 1989), the models based on differential equations 
(DEM) (Kaplan, 1989, 1990; Van Druten and coworkers, 1990; Sat-
tenspield and Castillo-Chavez, 1990; Kault and McLeond, 1991; 
Jacquez. and Simon, 1990), and stochastic models (SM) (Cairns, 
1991; Mode, ~991). . 

The extrap!",lation is used when one has plentiful statistics on 
the number of jnfected and sick persons. These data may be ap
proxima.te-d by ja. curve which can be extended to the future. We 
don't have plentiful statistics, 'so only two last approaches (DEM 
and SM) are s:uitable in out case. Both these models permit a 
simultaneous investigation of changes in the number of persons, in
fected with HIV in all risk groups. We investigate the DEM model 
in this pa.per. 

An important assumption of, DEM models is that the choice of 
pa:~tners is independent of the former choices. Another assumption 
deals with sexual mixing in the population. We chose the model 
of random proportionate mixingw~thin the group of risk, because 
this model is less complicated and, as show,n by Kaplan (1989), 
it leads to useful conclusions. The partnership is assumed to be 
rather short. Also, we assume t4t·the population may be 'divided 
into some risk groups, which differ in parameters of the' sexual 
behavior. This leads to the model similar to that given by Van 
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Druten and coworkers (1990), but we added an equa.tion,· which 
describes the growth in number of infeeted individuals, who usually 
don't spread the infection (e.g., impotents and a. part of persons 
indicated as infected). Such individuals make a significant part 
among the infected persons at low growth of infection. We propose 
a model d.escribing any risk group by three. differential equations, 
which simulate the dynamics of active susceptible, active infected, 
and passive infected in~ividuals. 

where 

dx~ fI:' (0 0 0)' (i i) Tt = Ui + ui' Xi + Yi + Zi - P +P2 • Z. 

-~~k·P'··Y: 
X· + y' £...J , .' , 
I. I ;=1 

dy· X· ~ .'. 
dt' = ur + -:---+1 . £...J hi; . Pi; . Y; - (pi + P1 + P2 + ki) . Yi 

XI y. j=l 

dZi Z (k i) . ( i ) Tt = Ui + i + P2 . Yi - P + Pl '. Zi, 

i= 1,2, ... ,n, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Xi = Xi(t) is the number of susceptible individuals in the i-th group; 
y. = Yi(t) is the number of infected individuals, who take part in 

the infection spread; 
Zi = Zi(t) is the number of infected individuals, who do not spread 

the infection; 
n is the number of groups; 

zf, yt and zf are initial values of Zi, Yi and Zi; 
'ur 'is the number of susceptible individuals recruited into the 

group per time unit; . 
ur is the number of infected individuals recruited into the group 

per'time unit (these individuals take part in the infection 
spread); 1 

ut is the number c)f infect..,d individuals recruited into the group 
per time unit (these individuals do not spread the infection); 

Ui is the birth rate; 
• .pi is the mortality rate not due to AIDS; 
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III is tbernort~ity .;rate';~"J;t~;tq,i4.tOSj 
p; is, the rate ~t· \Vhich,,~n;i~9iv.i.(;hl~1~~'~,b,;~,'~~~eof 

.,~nyreaso~sQther'~~AA;(l~e$b(t~,,.,~ .. @et~~Ptenee,~nt:l 
5Q:on); 

*i;,ts,.the rate o~,~J'<?ptr~ 
'bij ,i6'th~,~vera.ged4@~,~~t$,f,;'J;~inCliviqp,al in.gl'9Up 

j' :with~.tsons··'i~,;~~';;J~'~";$;J;lit.time; 
Pij .,. is • theprqbl3.biUty i;,~.~~io.:rrolll .~n infective .person ip 

. 'group Jto'~$~~~~1~:';m;$l'ou,p ,i·pet~o.nt~ct. 
The balan.ce9f«lr.l:~.;:m~t~~tisfied: Nib'i;::: N.ibJi, ·w:h~te 

'Nj =Zj +Yj. 

Theinfiu,e.nceof'r:~latinns;with ·tUore'irif~ted!oteigncountries 
is,hn portantat . theini tial'$t&geQfthe :epidemie.Wecansimul~~ .. 
this influence by sub~J;'~ting from eqQatioJl (l)a.nd~diJlgtb (~), 
correspondingly, thelt~1U:ti ;:ti:l SjiCiPtj,where$j.i isthen~her 
of contaets·of anindhid~attroln;thei ... thigroupwith\fpeeigners in 
the j4h grQu,p, ciis.t:q:es~PPQ$edp6ttionofinfeeteijindividu,als 
~mong foreigners of thej,..th,gl.'oup. 

More. sophjstic~t~d'rnodels\Vete~soinv~i'S .. tfXl (e.g., inc1ud
ingthepossibility :forlllc1ividua.lsto ,~qve;ll't»n'group togfuUp, 
permitting . variQusttr~stQ.l$SjDn': .. b~g4~,,$ldsoon). 

The model (1): ""('3};l~ke.:aJt~(_EMmodel$gives only aver
aged qu,antities x.'Yi'~i.'lt,~::!1Q~~'.a.vera.ge&qua.ntities (e.g., the 
number of contacts()f;atl:Jft~~d:ua1itjgroup j ma.dewith persons 
in grou,p' i perunittHn~).,t()Q.Therefore, somespedfie tra.its of 
the infectionspreadin/populatioh.t~n:n()t·beeva.luatedby su,ch a 
model. T.he rnen tioIied;,_bove lIllP.erfections' of nE M can be over
come.instodiastic·m6dtil$,ho'Wever (ljlot .ofproblerns arises in this 
case as well (e.g., the modcl requires more parameters, thecornpu,
tational expenditure grows sIgnificantly ). 

8. The parameters. All the models of HIY /AIDS transmis.
sion require to solve the problems of statistical estimation of the 
initial extent of ingecticn, ane of various rates:. mortality,partner-: 
changing, prophYlaxis and other ones. The knowledge of trans'
mission modes and probabUitiesis also necessary. The main prob-



. lem en-ct;Jun:t~red i~ theext~n,tpf·~p.f$),rq,tseib~tw.eeQ~;('.Qlfi.lil}~m1;$· 
of mod~l and a p()~$il;»'itl".es~ii'q~;1.1tlkl'i~\tn.p~tar;n~::' tll~' 
growth: ofcQ~ple~~~)', l~te~~.~he.,,~J::n~t,ntp.~J:a;m:e~~~'~4i:'~~'.··, 

,creases ()l,lrpos§,i~:i.~,~th~~&~9.($~iw,~tiO,~,,:: 
Th~ p,~~~ete~$.·4etlU¥~qd~1, •. (n.:-.(3), .•. ·ri1~y':'lxt;~u~t~d,.di~, 

rectt.¥Qf,,«:Jet~tmined.(c,:'~nygr9~p.·f,b¥"$\\:c;b.:4emo:g,r~p:hlAAlan<:f 
~Pf"~i~m~tef~; , 

, -IJ..+ is the numPer.oril)dividu~lsretl;'4i~ed:lii\~,othegr()upPeryea,l't· 
- Ul' i$theper:; eep..t()fitl;fect~q:;a,lU:OI,lg;,Yit~ 
- Ut 'i$ the: per,' cent , (jilnfec,te!i'in.a~VlaQ~S+ whit;l:i1Jonotspte~ 

the infection,recr(litEjd,int9t1iegt9up:·~t ,.1";. 
- Vi is the per cent of bitth':J)Eit.yeat~ . 

- Mi is the per cent ofmortarity~r ye~ti:lOtbecau:$eof; AtDS~ 
- Ml is the per cent.()f. mottalitybec'au~ofAIO$.pet;yeal; 
- M~ is the per cent of individuals exclud~'dout"of thegrOuppe~ 

. year for a.ny r~on$ Qther'than de~th; 
,... Ki is the percent of persons e)tamin"ed on the AIDS tests: pet 

year; 
- a' is the per cent of individuals, using protective means during 

sexual contacts; 
-to; is the per tentofindividuals, termina,ting~he infectionsptead. 

ing after diagnoses of infection· per year; 
The calculation of parameters jti, P.l and jt.~,·fI:(>11l Mi; Ma and 

M4 will be detailed below. These parametel'$ ipfhienee tlle;t~Jll()val 
of infected individuals. ' 

Let the dynamics ·ofthe riumber:'o{ individuals from the i-th 
group be determined byoneof·the&e f,ul.ra.meters: (e;g.. MiJ. t.n,a 
year the number of $.ctive infected in {2} must beVi'~ tA: •. (1-
M' /100). It isa solution of' the equation . 

dy . 
dt == -1n(1 - M' /100) . y. (4) 

! 

So, Ji :: -In(l -"- Mi /100). Approximately p.i = Mill00f9t$m~1l 
Mi /100. The parameters 14 an .. : Jl~ are determined a.nalo~Qll~ly. 

Equation (4) may be solved by iterative procedllrg.;:4JYi4~.qg 
'the year into a fixed nutnber m of equal parts At. The nllml>e.ts 
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of infected individuals at the fixed moments yr, yi, ... ,yF may be 
c~culated by a recurrent formula: 

yf = vt- 1 • (i - Mi/100)At. 

Analogously, if the dynamics of the number of infected indi
viduals from the i-th group is determined only by the parameters 
of mortality (Mi and Md, then 

yf = 1l-1 • (1,... MS /lOO)Af . (1- Ml/100)Af. 

The rate of prophylaxis ki in (1) - (3) is acorn posi te parameter: 

li = Vi K S /10000, 

if the individuals are selected randomly for AIDS tests and the 
same individual may be tesl:ed repeatedly. 

The indIviduals from the same group can have various rates 
of contacts. It is shown by Jacquez and Simon (1990), that at the 
initial stage of infe~tion the following averaged bij may be used: 

bij = 2:(bfj)2 N/' /2: bfjN}", 
.i: le 

where Nl is the per cent of individuals from the j-th group with 
the contact rate bfj: 

The probability Pij .. of infection from an infective person in 
group j to a susceptible one in group i per contact depends on 
the probability of transmission per unprotected contact pij' the 
prob'a.bility of failure of protection rij (rij = 0:1 using a condom), 
and the probability to use the protection in the ifj contact Aij: 

The prophylaxis has effect upon the use of protection (Aij varies 
from Oto 1). Usually, a person from the j-th group gets into contact 
with other gr;oups with the same pr()tect!on parameter Aij =).j' = 

ai /100, j = 1, n. 
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The analysis of data selected in Lithuania in 1990 showed that 
with the probability 0.95 the number of infected persons is not 
greater than 194 (155 men and 39 women) and not less than 27 (26 
men and 1 woman). Most probably there were 79 itlfected (71 men 
and 6 women). The examination showed 10 infected ones. 

4:. The 'software. The computer software, the Package for 
Investigation of HIV / AIDS Infection (PIHI), realizing DEM is de
veloped. 

The key goals in PIHI user-interface design were: 
- speed of learning; 
- speed of use; 
- reduction of error rate; 
- attractiveness of the interface. 
A number of dialog forms can be used to seek our goals. Such 

forms are menus, command languages, natural-Ia.nguage dialogue 
aDd question-answer dialogue (see Falley and coworkers (1990)). 
Let us discuss the forms. 

The fundamental advantage of menus is that the user can work 
with already familiar words and meanings. The usage of menus 
reduces the memory load for users and is especially attractive for 
new users. On the other hand, menus limit the size of the selection 
set of alternatives. 

The use of a command language can accommodate large selec
tion sets, is easy to be extended and is fast for experienced users. 
The learning time is relatively long, errors' are more likely because 
of the possibility of typing errors. 

The' natural language dialogue is too. complicated to rea:lize 
and the typing of long sentences is rather tedious. 

The question-answer dialogue is computer-initiated, and the 
user's response is constrained to a set of expected answers. The 
learning time and speed of use is low, the typing skill required is 
high. 

Therefore, we may conclu(:~ that menus is' the most suitable 
form for PIHI. 

'Turbo Pascal (version 6.0) and its object-oriented application 
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framework Turbo Vision, was used as a tool ,to write the PIRI. 
Turbo Vision is a complete object oriented library, including: win
(lows, pull-down menus, mouse support, built-in color installation, 
buttons, scroll bars, input boxes and so on. We used these tools, 
because our application needed a high-performance, flexible and 
consistent interactive user interface. 

Pull-down menus w.ere used for: 
- the selection of one of the possible models (single-group or 

multi-group ); 
- the selection of the parameters of the model for input: 
- the selection of the graphical output of the modeling results; 
- the choice of a suitable color palette for elements of graphical 

views. 
A radio button construction was used for input of the model 

parameters in the cases, when the set of possible data values was 
limited (for example, the year of the end of modelling). In the 
cases of usual data input an input line construction was used. The, 
most reliable values of the model parameters are set in the PIRI 
by default. , 

The Turbo Vision windows were used for: 
- output of r~sultsj 
- the help texts; 
- the error messages. 
A global con:text-sensitive help system is created. The help 

text depends on the place of the package program, where you press 
,the Fl key. 

First version of the PIRI package requires for the MS-DOS 3.3 
version' or the later one. The main eze file of the PIRI requires for 
89 K bytes of memory. Some auxiliary files contain the information 
on the help texts, parameter values by default and so on. 

The run time of the PIRI package is negligible for the user 
except for the time of modelling which in some cases may cause 
pauses of 10-15 seconds. 

5. Control of the infection spread. The, parameters k;' and 
Pij may be controlled by 'means of prophylaxis. That may be done 
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,by the efforts of varying the values of K i , viand ai, where 
- Kt is the per cent of persons examined on the AIDS test per 

year; . 
. - a i is the per cent of individuals, using protective means during 

sexual contacts; . 
- vi is the per cent of individ~als, terminating per year the infec

, tiop. spread after the diagnosis of infection. 
The number of contacts b.ij may vary too as a result of prophylaxis. 

k. k. 
J J 

A .. 
1 ~or-----.., , 1 1--------. 

o .9 1 A. 
J 

o 

a) homosexuals 

· . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • 4 • • • ... . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . 

B 
1 A. 

J 

b) heterosexuals 

Fig. 1. The regions, where HIV decreases. 

5.1. The conditions whenan increase of infection stops. 
Let y == ~"=1 Yj, uf = 0 and p~ = pi + 14 + p;. Recall kj = Vi [{i, .Ai = 
a;/100. Then, by summing (2) over i and taking into account 
zi/(Zi + Yi) ~ 1 we have, that dyfdt ~. 0 for any Zj and Yi, if and 
only jf . 

n n 

'L,~ijP;j - p~ ~ kj +.Aj 'L, bijP;j (1- rij), j = l,n. (5) 
.=1 j=l 

I.e., the spread of HIV decreases in this case. There is a natural 
rate of spread for infected i>ersons of the j-th group on the left 
side of the inequality, and the prevention of spread on the right 
side .. In Fig. 1 the region, where (5) is satisfied, is marked by 
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points (a) for homosexuals and b) for heterosexuals). Here A = 
. E?=lbijpij-pL B=AIE?=lbijPi'j(1-rii), E~=lbii = 200 in all cases, 
pij = 0.00i5 for homosexuals and pij = 0.002 for heterosexuals. A 
significant increase of /cj is too expensive. Also, it is doubtful that 
a major part of the indicated persons will not .spread infection. 
On the other hand, we see that usage of protection means is very 
effective. Our further investigations deal with a minimization of , 
expenses caused by HIV, varying the level of prophylaxis. 

5.2. Investigations of control on the basis of real initial 
data. The following values of the parameters for (1) - (3) were 
chosen on the basis of the world experience and the data gath
ered in Lithuania during 1990: n = 3 (homosexual men, promiscu
o~s heterosexual men and women); zr = 93000; z~ = 140000j z~ = 
140000' y(} - 61' yO - l' yO - 7' ZO - 9' ZO - O· ZO - l' U~ -'1·- '2-'3-'1-,2-,3-',-
0, Ut = 0, Vi = 0, Mi = 0.5%, MA = 2.1%, Ui = 2.6%j i = 1, nj Ml = 
12.5%j ph = 0.0075; pis = u.004; P2S = 0.002; bll = 70j b12 = Oj b13 = 
2; b22 = 0; b2s = 50; bss = 0; Kl = 8.8%; K2 = 8.8%; K3 = 12.5%. 

The values qf a i and vi are known very approximately. The 
values of Ki are ~nown in recent years and may be p!anned for the 
future. The spread of infection will be illustrated by varying th~ 
values of a i and; Ki. The values of vi were set to be equal to 90%. 
a i = a, i = 1, n .. The period of simulation is from 01.01.1991 till 
01.01.1998. y = Er=1 Yi and z = L:~=1 Zj in Fig. 2-4. 

The following experiments are performed: 
1. The values Kl = 8.8%, K2 = 8.8%, K3 = 12.5% are fixed; a 

takes the following vaiues: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%. The results 
ar~'marked by 1,2,3,4 and 5, correspondingly (see Fig. 2 a and b). 

2: The values of K i , i = 1, n, are made all equal and take the 
following values: 6%, 8%, 10'%, 12%, 14%. The results are marked 
by 1,2,3,4 and 5, correspondingly (see Fig. 3 a) for fixed a = 30% 

and b) for a = 50%). ' 

3. The values K1 = 8.8%, K2 = 8.8%, K3 = 12.5% are fixed. 
An assumption is made, that the usage of p~otective means during 
sexual contacts grows ~nd a converges to 100% at infinite time as an 
inverse exponent. a1 is the initial value of a. a2 is the forecasted 
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Fig. 3( a, b). The experiments va.rying K'. 
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value of Q at the end of simulation period. at ~ 20% .. a2 takes 
the following values: 20%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%. The results are 
marked by 1,2,3,4 and 5,'correspondingly (see Fig. 4 a). 

4. The indispensable blood test of people is performed only. 
Kl = K2 = K9 = 4% in this case. Other conditions are like in3 (see 
Fig.4b) . 

. 2f2 

o~ ______________ ~_t+ o~ __ ~ ____________ ~-.t 
1991 1. 1991 1& 

b) . 

Fig. 4 (a, b). 'The experiments varying a2. 

The experim~nt"s showed that the parameters a i and k i have 
a significant influence upon the infection spread. It is necessary 
t'O increase their real \ralues. The means of increasing Ki are very 
expensive and it is impossible to reach high Ki due to social reasons. 
So the stress must be put on the increase of the usage of protection 
means - the infection spread stops when a i = 70% approximately. 

6. C.onclusions. This paper deals with the infection spread by 
means of sexual contacts only. The existence of infected intravenous 
drug users change the situation significantly. However, there are 
no such infection cases observed in Lithuania ·yet. . : • 

. The investigations showed under what conditions the HIV / 
AIDS infection may be stopped. Two general directions may be dis-
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tinguished: the HIV / AIDS blood tests and the publicity and avail
ability of protective means. The last one is considerably cheaper 
and more effective. The infection spread stops when approximately 
70% of individuals use preventive means and only indispensable 
HIV / AIDS blood test is performed (donors, venereal patients, com
plicated operations). 
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